
 
 

Tourism, Parks and Recreation 
SUMMARY 
DEPARTMENT 

There are no new or outstanding recommendations to the Department of Tourism, Parks and 
Recreation in this report. 

TRAVEL ALBERTA 
CEO Travel, Hosting, and Hospitality Expenses 
Background 
Travel Alberta is the tourism marketing agency of the Government of Alberta and the nature of its 
business requires employees to attend various meetings and events in the province and abroad 
to advance the strategies of the organization. Travel Alberta employees interact with businesses, 
representatives from other governments, as well as domestic and international organizations 
involved in tourism-related endeavors. Travel Alberta is funded through a levy that is assessed 
on hotel bookings in the province. 
 
In March 2014 the Minister of Tourism, Parks, and Recreation was questioned in the Legislative 
Assembly about the appropriateness of expenses incurred by Travel Alberta’s CEO. On 
March 23, 2014 we were asked by an MLA to investigate various CEO expenses. The expenses 
raised as questionable included an $8,800 trip to Singapore, $828 for a dinner at a Banff 
restaurant and a $157 tuxedo rental to attend a black tie event, among others. Afterwards, the 
Minister of Tourism, Parks and Recreation requested that Travel Alberta engage an independent 
party to investigate travel, meal and hospitality expenses from September 20, 2012 onward. This 
review was completed and the results were provided to Travel Alberta in April 2014. The results 
of the review did not identify any significant matters or misuse of expenses. Travel Alberta 
updated its travel and hospitality expense policy (effective June 2014) to better conform with the 
Government of Alberta policy, while retaining the ability to carry out its activities, which includes 
marketing and promoting Alberta as a tourist destination. 
 
As a result of the allegations of inappropriate expenses, we decided to review the CEO’s 
expenses for reasonableness and whether appropriate review processes were followed. Our 
examination was primarily focused on whether the above-noted expenses complied with Travel 
Alberta’s policies (that were effective at the time the expense was incurred). We also considered 
whether the expenses were appropriate given the circumstances and whether the approvals and 
justifications were supported by the necessary documentation. Our examination did not include 
an assessment of the new policy. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 21: ENHANCE DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT SENIOR MANAGEMENT 
EXPENSES 
We recommend that Travel Alberta improve the consistency and rigour of its approval process 
and enhance the documentation to support senior management expenses. 

 
Criteria: the standards for our audit 
Travel Alberta, including the CEO and the board, should be able to ensure and demonstrate that 
expenses are incurred only for business reasons, with proper consideration of economy and 
efficiency. 
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Our audit findings 
KEY FINDINGS 
• The CEO’s expenses incurred were not unreasonable, given Travel Alberta’s policies and 

the business reasons supporting the expenses. 
• Pre-approval of international flights, as required by the policy, did not always occur. 
• The board did approve CEO expenses and was aware of the nature and purpose of these 

expenses. 
• Documentation that articulated why certain expenses were necessary and appropriate was 

not always available. 
 
CEO hosting expenses 
Attendance of family members—Based on our examination, the attendance of employee 
spouses, and other family members, at Travel Alberta working and hosting sessions is 
infrequent. When it does occur, we found no evidence that Travel Alberta is paying for employee 
family members’ costs. In particular, for an $828 meal expense for a dinner at a Banff restaurant 
in October 2012, where a spouse was in attendance, we confirmed that while the bill was paid 
by Travel Alberta, the costs related to the two spouses were reimbursed soon after the meal had 
taken place. 
 
Attendance of non-government employees—Non-government employees can be hosted by 
Travel Alberta provided it is a reasonable expense with a valid business reason. During a hosting 
session the expensing of alcohol is permissible; however, alcohol cannot be expensed for a 
working session among employees. One expense brought into question was a hosting session 
with Parks Canada that included the expensing of alcohol. Travel Alberta does not consider 
Parks Canada representatives as government employees, as they were engaged through their 
role as a potential partner in advancing tourism in Alberta. In effect, Travel Alberta considers only 
provincial employees as government employees and this is clear in their new policy. 
 
Also, the Minister’s Strategic Tourism Council, appointed by the minister but comprised of 
individuals external to government, is considered a non-government group. Thus, expenses we 
reviewed related to hosting sessions for the council were in compliance with the stated policy. 
Alcohol is generally served and expensed during these hosting sessions. 
 
Reasonableness of expenses 
Dinner at golf resort—A meal expensed by the CEO for a board meeting dinner at a golf resort 
was questioned—notably a $99 rib steak that was purchased. Based upon the number of meals 
in comparison to attendees on the expensed bill, Travel Alberta’s claim that the $99 rib steak 
was shared among three people appears reasonable. We confirmed no alcohol was expensed 
for this meal. Our examination of dinners held in conjunction with board meetings identified this 
one as relatively more costly on a per person basis. While it is apparent the meal was for the 
purposes of a board meeting, Travel Alberta did not have documented support for the necessity 
and economy of the meal. Travel Alberta should carefully consider the business reason and cost 
effectiveness of working sessions, to reduce the risk that an expense could be viewed as 
exorbitant. 

Chamber of Commerce Golf Tournament—Travel Alberta expensed four tickets to the 
2013 Calgary Chamber of Commerce Golf Tournament. Based upon the type of events that 
Travel Alberta representatives attend to advance the organization’s objectives, this expense of 
$1,900 is not in violation of the expense policy. We confirmed that the CEO did not personally 
attend the event, and that other Chamber of Commerce events in both Calgary and Edmonton 
were attended in the past. Thus, it is does not appear that the CEO received a personal benefit 
as a result of Travel Alberta employees attending this event. 
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CEO Travel 
Singapore trip—In June 2013 the CEO travelled from Calgary to Singapore for a total cost of 
$8,800. The stated purpose of the trip was to interview a prospective candidate for a senior 
management position. The candidate had previously been an employee of the organization and 
was considering returning to Alberta. The CEO, based on the candidate’s past performance, 
indicated he was very keen on encouraging the individual to return to the organization. The 
former board chair and the CEO both told us that the purpose and need for the trip were 
discussed in advance of it taking place. There was no available documentation to support this 
statement. Furthermore, board approval of the CEO’s international trip did not occur in advance, 
which is required per Travel Alberta’s policy. However, based on the information gained through 
our interviews, the rationale (for example, senior management position, candidate’s personal 
circumstances, alternative cost of using a recruiting agency) coincides with other evidence we 
obtained and supports the business reasons for making the trip. We noted that the duration of 
the trip from departure to return was three days, which included approximately 30 hours of flying 
time. One full day was spent in Singapore, where the CEO met with the prospective candidate 
and the candidate’s family. Thus, a personal benefit does not appear to have been obtained 
from this trip. The use of business class was in compliance with Travel Alberta’s stated policy. 

Direct flight from Edmonton to New York—The stated purpose of participating in this flight was 
through the CEO’s role as a Travel Alberta representative on the Edmonton International Airports 
Advisory Council. This trip to New York was viewed as an important event that allowed the CEO 
to interact with influential members of the community, who also took part in the flight. The 
$2,750 expense included the cost of the hotel. This expense did not contravene the Travel 
Alberta policy. 

Tuxedo rental 
The $157 tuxedo rental cost, reimbursed by Travel Alberta to the CEO, was subsequently repaid 
after it was questioned as reasonable. The board approved the expense when it was originally 
submitted, as it was viewed as an expense incurred for the purposes of the CEO representing 
Travel Alberta at a black tie event. The policy does not delve into the layer of granularity that 
would explicitly state whether this is an appropriate expense or not. The CEO decided to repay 
the expense. In the future, the CEO and board should carefully consider whether an expense, 
while potentially allowable under the policy, might still be viewed as unreasonable and possibly 
pose a reputational risk to Travel Alberta. 
 
Board oversight 
While we found that board approvals did not always occur when they should have (for example, 
pre-approval for international flights) and documentation of certain expenses needs to improve, 
we didn’t identify a lack of board oversight. We found that the board did ultimately approve all 
the CEO’s expenses and was aware of the nature and purpose of these expenses. We found no 
evidence to indicate that the board was not aware of the CEO’s expenses when they were 
incurred and that the board was concerned that the CEO was obtaining a personal benefit from 
his expenses. 
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Our audit of this matter reaffirms that while public disclosure of senior management expenses 
does increase transparency, without the circumstances, context and justification for those 
expenses, it can be difficult to appropriately assess the reasonableness of specific expenses. It 
also highlights that government organizations need to be cognizant of the risks that exist when 
travel, hosting and attendance occurs at events. An expense that complies with prevailing 
policies may still be viewed as inappropriate by external parties; thus, adequate documentation 
and timely approvals are necessary to support the reasonableness of expenses. Additionally, 
regular scrutiny of policies is needed to ensure they are meeting the needs of and protecting the 
organization as intended. 

Implications and risks if recommendation not implemented 
Without consistently applied approvals and the necessary supporting documentation, Travel 
Alberta may pay for unreasonable expenses and be unable to demonstrate the expenses are 
cost effective. 
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